Sherman went on to note that President Freedman's mandate for this occasion provided for a "convocation," a word which, Sherman noted, meant in its root sense that we were being called together "in order that we might have our vocations together." And then Sherman went on to say something I've never forgotten, in part because he said it so often, on so many occasions, in his classes, in his books, on our February walks home up the icy wind tunnel of the Washington Street hill-they were the words of his vocation, and so I want to invoke them again, fifteen years after he voiced them: "No one will deny the pertinence of this mandate nor remain unmoved by the words community and communication. They are kindred words belonging to the commune cluster, having communis in common. We have our communion, we truly do, when we communicate, when by speaking to each other in a common language we create a common world and constitute a public realm. We join hands by speaking and enter the round dance." But Sherman Paul was no sentimentalist about the ease and wonder of community. I still remember him most vividly on those walks to and from campus, braced against the winter winds, defining himself-in the words of one of the poets, W illiam Carlos Williams, whom he and I shared a love for-defining himself "against the weather," in his resistance to the expected, the conventional, the easy, aware that culture and community was a continual renewal, a continual standing in the face of. Sherman was a believer in new beginnings, in our ability to remake ourselves, to, as W illiams put it, "begin to begin again." But he knew that new beginnings are never easy, that claiming a birthright for oneself is a lifelong vocation, that, as he said here fifteen years ago, "the beginning, the new possibility, is a leaping into life, and the risk, the need for courage, is enough to make one cry." 3 So Sherman, in that first Presidential lecture, focused noton community so much as on what he called "the scandal, so to speak, of a community of scholars no longer able to communicate with each other." He critiqued the very event he inaugurated-he was, after all, looking for the cry, not the lullaby, of the occasion-by talking of the proliferation of disciplines, each with its own language: "Is there any longer a common language," he asked, "among the many languages that comprise the University? Even now, as I speak, am I being heard?" "Even within a single discipline," he noted, "there are now many languages,. . . languages that have opened a discipline that needed to be opened but that nevertheless widen the gulf of communication."
Standing here now, looking over this safely covered pit which then had not even a net, I realize that Sherman Paul was keenly aware of the gulf he spoke across in February of 1984.
Sherman Paul died in 1995, and this occasion is a fitting place to say, in Whitman's words, "So Long!" to this legendary figure in the field of American literature, who tracked over his career what he called the "green tradition," an emerging conception of the self that, as he said that day, would push beyond the "ego-mind" to an "eco-mind," from "anthropo-and homo centrism" to "geo-or Gaia-centrism."
Since today I want to talk about representation, I wanted first to begin by re-presenting Sherman Paul, and in doing so, to emphasize one aspect of representation, perhaps its most mystical and magical quality: with a slight shift of emphasis, we can hear in the word its most miraculous claim: to re-PRESENT, to make present again, to bring something or someone absent into presence. That's also why I asked Jorie Graham to read the passages that she just so powerfully voiced. Part of what I want to celebrate, or evoke, here today is the community that Sherman Paul worried we were losing, to try to suggest some ways that we still represent, against all odds, community. Workshop-all became involved in helping me represent Whitman, re-PRESENT him. No one did it more effectively than Jorie, who read Whitman's "Crossing Brooklyn Ferry" in such a seductively new way that no one who heard it on that occasion has ever forgotten it or been able to read it again as it was before that moment. It was one of many, many moments I've been grateful for in this community. I have enormous respect for this university, especially for its imperfections and its strivings and its willingness to take risks. O ur strategic plans are important, but I'm most grateful for our accidental and surprising successes, the innovative and often unforeseen things that make us distinctly Iowa rather than the imitative things that make us just like so many other places. ********** Well, a couple of weeks ago, I started getting the calls from reporters again. Once a year or so it happens: W alt W hitm an, through some unimaginably circuitous route, makes his way back into popular culture, and reporters call to find out what his odd, stubborn reappearance means.
Last year he cropped up in an episode of the television series "Dr. Quinn, Medicine W oman," where he was openly portrayed as homosexual and where Dr. Quinn accepted rather than condemned his homosexuality. Various "family values" groups were outraged and felt betrayed by the episode, since such groups had until then considered "Dr. Quinn" a "safe" series. It is the most influential portrait in the history of American poetry: a visit to the poetry section at Prairie Lights bookstore will confirm that it's now virtually unthinkable to represent yourself as an American poet in formal dress and formal pose-the preferred dress is informal, wearing a hat is acceptable, being outside is nice, more than the head is essential. Whitman's portrait was a polemic: this, it argued, represents the American poet. The poet's name is not important (for he is representative-that would be the point of the poetry, to represent us each and every one), but the attitude is important: egalitarian, someone who works with the hands as well as the head, confident, poetry as labor instead of mental exercise, the poet not concerned with politeness (he's either outdoors or contemptuous of removing his hat in order to be polite: in the preface to the 1855 Leaves, he said that part of the tone of the American poem was "the President's taking off his hat to [the common people] not they to him"). It's a poetry that emerges, Whitman's portrait makes clear, not from the head and the intellect alone, but from the entire body, from a poet's bodily experience in the world.
This portrait spoke volumes: it was a visual representation of the new, more comprehensive representation o f the body and o f previously 7 unspeakable elements that Whitman knew a democratic poetry would need to bring to voice and to sight. So Whitman's portrait is not centered on the head but rather on the torso-the site of appetite and desire. This is, for the first time, a poet with a zipper-or at least a button fly. Whitman once recalled how much controversy this portrait caused: "w ar was waged on it," he said, "it passed through a great fire of criticism." But he kept reprinting it, he said, "because it is natural, honest, easy: as spontaneous as you are, as I am, this instant, as we walk together." It represented ease, spontaneity, physical desire, and it represented a new relationship between the poet and reader, as they walk together. This was poetry that you could dress down for; you weren't going to be required to disguise yourself to read it, but rather-a more daunting challenge-you would need to "undrape" yourself.
Whitman's democracy begins with the body, because the place to begin to break down distinctions, he sensed, was in the frank recognition of the physical urges we all shared. Sexual desire, personal and idiosyncratic, resistant of social control, was the ur-force of democracy-"Urge and urge and urge, / Always the procreant urge of the world." American language in fresh and suggestive ways, as here when he appropriates as his concluding phrase the slang term for departure, the term he used with his ferry-boat and omnibus driver friends when they said goodbye to each other: So long. Not only does the phrase mean "good bye," but it carries the tonality of longing, of desire. It promises return-it won't be "so long" until we meet again-while it also suggests the possibility of extended separation-it will be "so long" until we see each other. And the phrase acts as a kind of gentle command to yearn, to desire: "So, long." We long for the reunion not to be "so long" in coming. Whitman loved slang, which he called "the lawless germinal element, below all words and sentences, and behind all poetry," the quality that provides, he said, "a certain perennial rankness and protestantism in speech": he loved to listen to how much was wrapped up in an informal throwaway phrase like "So long!" It's easy to see why Langston Hughes, the great African-American poet, chose to echo this phrase in one of his earliest poems, "Afro-American Fragment," written as he took a freighter to Africa in the early 1920s, after dropping out of Columbia and tossing his books overboard as the ship entered the Atlantic, keeping only Whitman's Leaves o f Grass as his American companion for his journey to Africa, his journey to discover whether the fragmentation that he felt at the very hyphen of "Afro-American" could cohere into a single identity. His poem opens with the haunting words, "So long, / So far away / Is Africa." He echoes Whitman's "so long" as he says "so long" to America and embraces Africa, which is itself "so long" a journey and "so far away." His desire for both Africa and America is intense, and Hughes's forty-year wrestle with Whitman would lead him to the realization that-as he says in a later poem echoing W hitman-he, too, sings America: not only the white-man (or the Whit-man) could assume the voice of the culture, but so too could those writers identified as marginal-those writers who had waited "so long" to have their voices heard by the culture at large. "I hear America singing, the varied carols I hear," writes Whitman. "I, too, that "Whitman pulls the most successful metonymic trick in poetic history," creating a "secular transubstantiation" of body into book: instead of "Take, eat, this is my body," Whitman enjoins us to "Take, read, this is my body."
Whitman explored the erotics of the reading relationship more fully than anyone before him and most after him: "O how your fingers drowse me," he says, as our fingers touch his words as we read; "your pulse lulls the tympans of my ears," his words say as our wrists, resting on his page, ring with the rhythmic pulse of our blood. "W ho touches this touches a man." Whitman seems to be able to present himself-make himself present-where other writers could only represent themselves. We know he's not really there, but we feel ourselves so intimately addressed in the very act of our reading that we have the uncanny sense that we are experiencing presence rather than re-presentation.
Whitman develops that uncanny sense of his presence not to make us experience him, but rather to make us experience ourselves, to make the act 14 of reading yield an awareness of ourselves in the a d of reading. Whitman was convinced that what America needed if it were to develop democratically is a change in its reading habits. He thus in effect invented reader-response criticism, demanding of readers response-active encounter, not passive acceptance. He called for an American literature written "on the assumption that the process of reading is not a half-sleep, but, in the highest sense, an exercise, a gymnast's struggle," that the reader is to do something for himself, must be on the alert, must himself or herself construct indeed the poem, argument, history, metaphysical essay-the text furnishing the hints, the clue, the start or frame-work. Not the book needs so much to be the complete thing, but the reader of the book does. That were to make a nation of supple and athletic minds, well-train'd, intuitive, used to depend on themselves, and not on a few coteries of writers.
Or, as he says in one of his poems: Doctrines, politics and civilization exurge from you, Sculpture and monuments and any thing inscribed anywhere are tallied in you,
If you were not breathing and walking here, where would they all be?
The most renown'd poems would be ashes, orations and plays would be vacuums.
All architecture is what you do to it when you look upon it,
All music is what awakes from you when you are reminded by the instruments.
Whitman's great realization, it seems to me, is that he could-through his words, at the moment we read them-call us into the presence of the poem, make us respond, make us aware of the physical act of reading, of the fact that reading is a physical act. Instead of representing a world elsewhere, then, he presents us to our own world; instead of taking us to other worlds and other times, he beckons us to this moment, now, the moment of encountering the poem, awakening the poem within ourselves, with our blood circulating, our eyes registering the reflected light of his words on this page, our lungs breathing this air:
There was never any more inception than there is now, N or any more youth or age than there is now, And will never be any more perfection than there is now, N or any more heaven or hell than there is now.
Instead of representing a world for a reader to look into, Whitman makes his reader the subject of his poems: the striking realization we have in reading much of Leaves o f Crass is that we, at the moment of reading the poem, are what the poem has worked to call into presence. His poems are addressed to, in his own inimitable democratic phrase, "You, whoever you are."
Whitman wants his words to yield us, perpetually in the present moment: "I consider'd long and seriously of you before you were born," he says. He knew that if he were to have any readers after he died, they would have to be alive, and in that relationship between a dead poet whose body was now his book (his body of work) and a living reader who would supply all the presence that was necessary-in that relationship was the possibility of magic, of reversing the expectations of the reading act, of making the reader the voice, the agent of the moment: to be the true subject of the poem meant that the reader would also, surprisingly, be the active agent of the poem, the only living actor who could bring it into being and generate its meaning.
Perhaps it is no accident that Bram Stoker was a great fan of Whitman's:
something like a vampire, Whitman's poems stalk the world, looking for the living to provide them blood. W ithout our blood, our breath, the poem can not be re-PRESENT-ed.
I realize now that it was many years ago I first sensed this quality in But what did that poem represent? I didn't know then, and I don't know now:
it has remained for me the one Whitman poem that is an absolute mystery. was the concern that our representatives would not be representative, that they would lack "likeness" and "closeness" to those they represented. Now, if we all close our eyes for a moment and picture our current House of
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Representatives-you all saw them at the State of the Union address-we can answer for ourselves whether what we have there is "in miniature an exact portrait of the people at large."
For most of us today, the phrase "representative democracy" seems like a reasonable and self-evident label of how we conduct our public affairs-at the university, local, state, and national levels-even if at the very origins of this nation, the term seemed an oxymoron more than a commonplace.
Representation was a huge gamble, many felt, that would lead not to the establishment of democracy but rather to the loss of democracy and to the institution of an elite group of rulers no different essentially from other forms of oligarchy. We need to recall that at America's originating moment, the theories of representative government did not sit easily with the theories of democracy. It's too late in the afternoon to begin quoting from the Federalist and Anti-Federalist papers, but it's important to remember that the nature of representation was a major issue, that it was not self-evident that a relatively small number of representatives elected by huge groups of voters would form anything resembling democracy. The history of this debate is part of the vast history that makes Whitman's poems.
So it should probably not be surprising that Whitman wrote some of the very few poems we have that evoke the House of Representatives. We tend not to think of Newt Gingrich and our Representatives as natural poetic material, especially in a culture without an Alexander Pope, but Whitman Such a representative voice would not initially or essentially be politically radical, but it would certainly be poetically radical as it developed a language that could absorb the most divisive issues in the culture, the full range of sociolects, and put the dissenting voices in conversation-within each of us.
W hat had to emerge in America, Whitman realized, was a whole new kind of representative mind, one that would accumulate instead of exclude, one that would join instead of separate, one that would absorb rather than 24 discriminate. Thus Whitman began his call for an indiscriminate acceptance of diversity, as he became one of the first writers in English to sense the negative side of the process of discrimination: that any act of discrimination assured that someone or something had to be discriminated against. So, he believed, only by speaking for both slave and master of slave could the problem of slavery be overcome; political representatives were effectively speaking for one or the other, but no one was representing both and all between. O nly when a truly democratic identity became feasible-one in which everyone recognized himself or herself-would slavery be revealed as a failure of that identity. So Whitman developed his character of the new democratic American poet, the ultimate representative, the voice that would represent all of us by calling each of us into being and by convincing each of us that we were potentially everyone else. This would be the voice vast enough to speak the diversity of America, and it would issue a challenge to all of us to recognize our interrelationship with the culture, to see the range of human possibility in this country at any give time as the external manifestation of the range of human possibility that exists within each and every one of us.
And the proof would be in his readers, who would experience themselves called into being as that voice unlocked the indiscriminate imagination in each reader, broke down the walls of discrimination. "The proof of a poet,"
Whitman bravely claimed, "is that his country absorbs him as affectionately as he has absorbed it." Affection, the desire of imagination, the urge to join, would be how we would re-PRESENT ourselves to each other: "I speak the password primeval, I give the sign of democracy! / By God, I will accept nothing which all cannot have their counterpart of on the same terms." We each have within ourselves the ability to represent everyone else, Whitman believed, because, given a democratic mind, we can ride the trajectory of our imaginations across barriers of race, class, gender. Until we hear that democratic voice and learn to speak with it, we are doomed to division and partial representation:
Every existence has its idiom, every thing has an idiom and tongue, He resolves all tongues into his own and bestows it upon men, and any man translates, and any man translates himself also, One part does not counteract another part, he is the joiner; he sees how they join.
He says indifferently and alike H ow are y ou friend? to the President at his levee, And he says G oo d-da y m y brother, to Cudge that hoes in the sugar-field, And both understand him and know that his speech is right.
He walks with perfect ease in the capitol, He walks among the Congress, and one Representative says to another,
Here is o u r equal ap pe arin g a n d new.
It is a charged moment: the representative poet meeting the representative congressman, and the congressman suddenly recognizing the equalizing force of representation instead of its power to separate and factionalize. A representative coming to his senses: we know immediately we must be in a poem! But Whitman's insistence that without democratic representation there cannot be representative democracy is worth thinking about: if we cannot imagine and develop a self that is democratically representative, how can a democracy ever work? Whitman, like most people, wasn't sure it ever could; he knew he would never live to see it. His very definition of democracy cast the word always into the future: "Democracy," he wrote, "is a word the real gist of which still sleeps, quite unawaken'd. . . . It is a great word, whose history, I suppose, remains unwritten, because that history has yet to be Whitman set out to reverse our usual sense of the relationship between democracy and representation. O ur political experience cast representation as the erasing of individual distinctions in elected representatives who acted on the behalf of the majority who elected them, but who were in no way obligated to be part of them or to be like them or to enact the identity that joined them. W hitm an sought instead a much more difficult kind of representative function, to be representative of the roiling contradictory variety of the American population, majorities and minorities. Could there be a representative self large enough to contain it all, to contain the multitudes, to contain the vast differences of diversity without erasing the differences?
Whitman's answer was that there had to be such a self, and that that self actually slept in each of us. Its absence was nothing but . . . a failure of im agination. The democratic poet's job was to awaken the sleeping democratic self in each of us, to break it out of its lethargy of discrimination and hierarchy and closed-mindedness. The end of slavery would come, Whitman believed, when the slave-owner and the slave could both be represented by the same voice, could both hear themselves present in the "you" of the democratic poet, when the slavemaster could experience the potential slave within himself, and the slave know the slavemaster within himself or herself, at which moment slavery would end. It didn't end that way, of course: it ended in a very different, more divisive way, and because of that never really did end-but that's another vast history that makes another set of poems to be talked about on another day.
And what does all this have to do with these photographs you've been seeing today of Whitman, the most photographed writer of the nineteenth century? When Whitman saw the first daguerreotype studios in the 1840s, with their galleries of portraits of the famous and the unknown, he was convinced he had found the first democratic representation, the first mode of re-presenting that was metonymic, an actual part, a trace, of the person or scene it represented. "The photograph has this advantage," he said; "it lets nature have its way: the botheration with the painters is that they don't want to let nature have its way: they want to make nature let them have their As we might expect, W hitm an quickly realized the implications of photography for his own art. Whitman believed the camera was teaching us to see beauty where we had not before sought it out, to see significance in the overlooked detail. So he defined the emerging American poet as an embodied imagination on the lookout for whatever had before been judged to be trivial or insignificant; like the absorptive camera, "The greatest poet hardly knows pettiness or triviality," he wrote; "If he breathes into any thing that was before thought small it dilates with the grandeur and life of the universe. He is a seer. . ." Over his adult years, Whitman had an increasingly high regard for photographers, for the way they made the actual things of the present suggest ideals and possibilities, for the way they made the overlooked or discarded details of the world glow with a newfound beauty, a redefined and unconventional kind of beauty that many would persist in Like Whitman's democratic photographic field, cluttered with an ever increasing fullness of existence, this University is getting more cluttered by the day-more programs, more ideas, more possibilities, more variety. We are working hard now to assimilate into our teaching and our research, into our very thinking, the vastly cluttered new absorptive representative tool that we call the Internet or the W orld W ide Web-the new ultimate democratic representative, an unending hypertext of multiplicity and contradiction. Think, for a moment, of this university community as a vast, evolving democratic poem, as we gradually learn together-through all kinds of new tools and structures and intersecting disciplines-what we have been excluding; as we gradually absorb more and discriminate less; as we build a structure as cluttered and surprising and diverse as a Whitman catalog. The opposite of c//-versity sounds like it should be un/-versity, but the dynamics are changing: 30 the university is now dedicated to becoming a decentered center, a unified multiplicity, a uni-di-versity, devoted to discovering or inventing what it is that still makes us one thing while we become more and more different things.
Maybe now is a good time to alter the metaphors we employ to understand our labor: maybe our students are not customers, after all, choosing among, buying, and consuming an increasingly bewildering array of educational products. Maybe, instead, they are our readers, the readers of this vast and contradictory and changing university of a poem, which exists primarily to keep generating more and better readers, readers who will talk back to us, readers with "supple and athletic minds" who will recognize their own diversity because we have awakened it in them with our diversity, readers whose imaginations will be unbridled because the subject of our university is them, each individually and all together. They are what we represent. Over the years Folsom has lectured on Whitman at leading universities in China, Italy, Germany, France, Belgium, Luxembourg, Wales, Austria, and Sweden; due to political violence, his 1991 keynote address at the International W hitman Conference at Tribhuvan University, Kathmandu, Nepal, had to be postponed. He has directed three projects sponsored by the National Endowment for the Humanities and has organized national conferences and numerous scholarly panels. He has served on over 50 doctoral dissertaion committees and directed over 70 doctoral comprehensive examination areas in American literature. O f the sixteen dissertations he has directed, nine have since been published by scholarly presses. 
